
  

  
Abstract—A refined space vector modulation scheme for an 

eleven-level inverter system for dual-fed induction motor drive, 
using only the instantaneous sampled reference signals is 
presented in this paper. The dual-fed structure is realized by 
opening the neutral-point of the conventional squirrel cage 
induction motor. The eleven-level inversion is obtained by 
feeding the dual-fed induction motor with asymmetrical 
four-level inverter from one end and symmetrical three-level 
inverter from other end. The proposed space vector pulse width 
modulation technique does not require the sector information 
and look-up tables to select the appropriate switching vectors. 
The inverter leg switching times are directly obtained from the 
instantaneous sampled reference signal amplitudes and centers 
the switching times for the middle space vectors in a sampling 
time interval, as in the case of conventional space vector pulse 
width modulation. 
 

Index Terms—Dual-fed induction motor, eleven-level 
inverter, middle space vectors, sinusoidal reference signals, 
space vector PWM.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The two most widely used pulse width modulation (PWM) 

schemes for multilevel inverters are the carrier-based 
sine-triangle PWM (SPWM) scheme and the space vector 
PWM (SVPWM) scheme. These modulation schemes have 
been extensively studied and compared for the performance 
parameters with two level inverters [1]. The SPWM schemes 
are more flexible and simpler to implement, but the 
maximum peak of the fundamental component in the output 
voltage is limited to 50% of the DC link voltage [2]. In 
SVPWM schemes, a reference space vector is sampled at 
regular intervals to determine the inverter switching vectors 
and their time durations, in a sampling time interval. The 
SVPWM scheme gives a more fundamental voltage and 
better harmonic performance compared to the SPWM 
schemes [3]. The maximum peak of the fundamental 
component in the output voltage obtained with space vector 
modulation is 15% greater than with the sine-triangle 
modulation scheme. But the conventional SVPWM scheme 
requires sector identification and look-up tables to determine 
the timings for various switching vectors of the inverter, in all 
the sectors [4], [5] and for over-modulation, the PWM signal 
generation is explained in [6]-[8]. This makes the 
implementation of the SVPWM scheme quite complicated. It 
has been shown that, for two-level inverters, a SVPWM like 
performance can be obtained with a SPWM scheme by 
adding a common mode voltage of suitable magnitude, to the 
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sinusoidal reference signals [9]. A simplified method, to 
determine the correct offset times for centering the time 
durations of the middle space vectors, in a sampling time 
interval, is presented [10], for the two-level inverter.  

The SPWM scheme, when applied to multilevel inverters, 
uses a number of level-shifted carrier signals to compare with 
the sinusoidal reference signals [11]. The SVPWM for 
multilevel inverters [12], [13] involves mapping of the outer 
sectors to an inner subhexagon sector, to determine the 
switching time interval, for various space vectors. Then the 
switching space vectors corresponding to the actual sector 
are switched, for the time durations calculated from the 
mapped inner sectors. It is obvious that such a scheme, in 
multilevel inverters, will be very complex, as a large number 
of sectors and inverter vectors are involved. This will also 
considerably increase the computation time. 

A modulation scheme is presented in [14], where a fixed 
common mode voltage is added to the reference signal 
throughout the modulation range. It has been shown that 
common mode addition will not result in a SVPWM-like 
performance, as it will not centre the middle space vectors in 
a sampling interval [15]. The common mode voltage to be 
added in the reference phase voltages, to achieve 
SVPWM-like performance, is a function of the modulation 
index for multilevel inverters. A SVPWM scheme based on 
the above principle has been presented [16], where the 
switching time for the inverter legs is directly determined 
from sampled sinusoidal reference signal amplitudes. This 
technique reduces the computation time considerably more 
than the conventional SVPWM techniques do, but it involves 
region identifications based on modulation indices. While 
this SVPWM scheme works well for a three-level PWM 
generation, it cannot be extended to multilevel inverters of 
levels higher than three, as the region identification becomes 
more complicated. A carrier-based PWM scheme has been 
presented [17], where sinusoidal references are added with a 
proper offset voltage before being compared with carriers, to 
achieve the performance of a SVPWM. The offset voltage 
computation is based on a modulus function depending on 
the DC link voltage, number of levels and the sinusoidal 
reference signal amplitudes. A SVPWM scheme is presented 
[18], where the switching time for the inverter legs is directly 
determined from sampled sinusoidal reference signal 
amplitudes for five-level inverter where two three-level 
inverters feed the dual-fed induction motor. A carrier based 
SPWM scheme is presented [19] for five-level inverter. 

The objective of this paper is to present an implementation 
scheme for PWM signal generation for eleven-level inverter 
system for dual-fed induction motor, similar to the SVPWM 
scheme. In the proposed scheme, the dual-fed induction 
motor is fed with asymmetrical four-level inverter from one 
end and symmetrical three-level inverter from other end. The 
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PWM switching times for the inverter legs are directly 
derived from the sampled amplitudes of the sinusoidal 
reference signals. A simple way of adding an offset voltage to 
the sinusoidal reference signals, to generate the SVPWM 
pattern, from only the sampled amplitudes of sinusoidal 
reference signals, is explained. The proposed SVPWM signal 
generation does not involve checks for region identification, 
as in the SVPWM scheme presented in [16]. Also, the 
algorithm does not require either sector identification or 
look-up tables for switching vector determination as are 
required in the conventional multilevel SVPWM schemes 
[12], [13]. Thus the scheme is computationally efficient when 
compared to conventional multilevel SVPWM schemes, 
making it superior for real-time implementation. 

 

II. ELEVEN-LEVEL INVERTER SCHEME FOR THE DUAL-FED 
INDUCTION MOTOR 

The power circuit of the proposed drive is shown in Fig.1. 
An asymmetrical four-level inverter, Inverter-A and a 
symmetrical three-level inverter, Inverter-B feed the dual-fed 
induction motor. The inverter-A is composed of three 
conventional two-level inverters INV-1, INV-2, and INV-3 
in cascade. The Inverter-B is composed of two conventional 
two-level inverters INV-4 and INV-5 in cascade. The DC 
link voltages of INV-1, INV-2, INV-3, INV-4, and INV-5 are 
(3/10)Edc, (3/10)Edc, (2/10)Edc, (1/10)Edc, and (1/10)Edc 
respectively, where Edc is the DC link voltage of an 
equivalent conventional single two-level inverter drive. 

The leg voltage EA3n of phase-A  attains a voltage of 
(2/10)Edc if (i)The top switch S31 of INV-3 is turned on 
(Fig.1)  and (ii) The bottom switch S24 of INV-2 is turned on. 
The leg voltage EA3n of phase-A  attains a voltage of 
(5/10)Edc if (i) the top switch S31 of INV-3 is turned on  (ii) 
The top switch S21 of INV-2 is turned on  and (iii)The bottom 
switch S14 of INV-1 is turned on. The leg voltage EA3n of 
phase-A  attains a voltage of (8/10)Edc if (i) the top switch 
S31 of INV-3 is turned on  (ii) The top switch S21 of INV-2 is 
turned on  and (iii)The top switch S11 of INV-1 is turned on. 
The leg voltage EA3n of phase-A attains a voltage of zero volts 
if the bottom switch S34 of the INV-3 is turned on. Thus the 
leg voltage EA3n attains four voltages of 0, (2/10)Edc, 
(5/10)Edc, and (8/10)Edc, which is basic characteristic of a 
4-level inverter. Similarly the leg voltages EB3n and EC3n of 
phase-B and phase-C attain the four voltages of 0, (2/10)Edc, 
(5/10)Edc, and (8/10) Edc. 

The leg voltage EA5n’ of phase-A  attains a voltage of 
(1/10)Edc if (i)The top switch S51 of INV-5 is turned on and 
(ii) The bottom switch S44 of INV-4 is turned on . The leg 
voltage EA5n’ of phase-A  attains a voltage of (2/10)Edc if (i) 
The top switch S51 of INV-5 is turned on and (ii) The top 
switch S41 of  INV-4 is turned on . The leg voltage EA5n’ of 
phase-A attains a voltage of zero volts if the bottom switch 
S54 of the INV-5 is turned on. Thus the leg voltage EA5n’ 

attains three voltages of  0, (1/10)Edc, and (2/10)Edc, which 
is basic characteristic of a 3-level inverter. Similarly the leg 
voltages  EB5n’ and EC5n’ of phase-B and phase-C attain the 
three voltages of  0, (1/10)Edc, and (2/10)Edc. 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic circuit diagram of the proposed 11-level inverter drive 

scheme. 
 
Thus, one end of dual-fed induction motor may be 

connected to a DC link voltage of either zero or (2/10)Edc or 
(5/10)Edc or (8/10)Edc and other end may be connected to a 
DC link voltage of either zero or (1/10)Edc or (2/10)Edc. 
When both the inverters, Inverter-A and Inverter-B drive the 
induction motor from both ends, eleven different levels  are 
attained by each phase of the induction motor. If we assume 
that the points n and n’ are connected, the eleven levels 
generated for phase-A are shown in Table I. 
 

TABLE I: THE ELEVEN LEVELS REALIZED IN THE PHASE-A WINDING 
Leg-voltage
of phase A,

EA3n 

Leg-voltage 
of phase A, 

EA5n' 

Motor phase voltage 
EA3A5 = EA3n - EA5n' 

Level 
 

0 (2/10) Edc -(2/10) Edc Level 1 
0 (1/10)Edc -(1/10)Edc Level 2 
0 0 0 Level 3 

(2/10) Edc (1/10) Edc (1/10)Edc Level 4 
(2/10) Edc 0 (2/10)Edc Level 5 
(5/10) Edc (2/10) Edc (3/10)Edc Level 6 
(5/10) Edc (1/10) Edc (4/10) Edc Level 7 
(5/10) Edc 0 (5/10) Edc Level 8 
(8/10) Edc (2/10) Edc (6/10) Edc Level 9 
(8/10) Edc (1/10) Edc (7/10) Edc Level 10
(8/10) Edc 0 (8/10) Edc Level 11

 

III. VOLTAGE SPACE VECTORS OF PROPOSED SCHEME  
At any instant, the combined effect of 1200 phase shifted 

three voltages in the three windings of the induction motor 
could be represented by an equivalent space vector. This 
space vector Es, for the proposed scheme is given by 
 

Es = EA3A5 + EB3B5 . ej(2π  /3)
 + EC3C5 . ej(4π  /3).                                (1) 

 
By substituting expressions for the equivalent phase 

voltages in (1), 
 

Es = (EA3n – EA5n’) + (EB3n – EB5n’). ej(2π /3)  +                           (2) 
           (EC3n – EC5n’). ej(4π /3)     

    
This equivalent space vector Es can be determined by 
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resolving the three phase voltages along mutually 
perpendicular axes, d-q axes of which d-axis is along the 
A-phase (Fig.2). Then the space vector is given by [19] 
 

Es = Es (d) +jEs(q)                                                         (3)                                            
 
where Es(d) is the sum of all voltage components of EA3A5, 
EB3B5, and EC3C5 along the d-axis and Es(q) is the sum of the 
voltage components of EA3A5, EB3B5, and EC3C5 along the 
q-axis. The voltage components Es(d) and Es(q) can be thus 
expressed by the following  transformation, 
 

ES(d) = EA3A5(d)  +EB3B5 (d) +EC3C5 (d)                               (4) 
ES(q) = EB3B5(q) + EC3C5(q)                                               (5) 
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By substituting expressions for the equivalent phase 
voltages in (6), 
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The inverters can generate different levels of voltage 
vectors in the three phases of induction motor depending 
upon the condition of the switchings of inverter and for each 
of the different combinations of leg voltages, EA3n, EB3n, and 
EC3n for the inverter-A and EA5n’, EB5n’, and EC5n’ for the 
inverter-B. The different equivalent voltage space vectors 
can be determined using (3) and (7). The possible 
combinations of space vectors will occupy different locations 
as shown in Fig.3. There are in total 331 locations forming 
600 sectors in the space vector point of view. The resultant 
hexagon (Fig.3) can be divided into ten layers: 
layer-1(innermost layer); layer-2(next outer layer) and so on. 

 

IV. EFFECT OF COMMON-MODE VOLTAGE IN SPACE VECTOR 
LOCATIONS 

In the above analysis to generate the different levels and 
the space vector locations, the points n and n’ are assumed to 
be connected. When the points n and n’ are not connected (as 
in the proposed topology, Fig.1), the actual motor phase 
voltages are 

 
EA3A5 = EA3n – EA5n’ – En’n                                   (8) 
EB3B5 = EB3n – EB5n’ – En’n                                   (9) 
EC3C5 = EC3n – EC5n’ – En’n                                               (10) 

 
En’n is the common-mode voltage and is given by 

En’n = 
3
1 (EA3n + EB3n + EC3n) –                                        (11) 

                  
3
1

 (EA5n’ + EB5n’ + EC5n’)   

Substituting these expressions in (1) 
 
ES = (EA3n – EA5n’ – En’n) + (EB3n – EB5n’ – En’n). ej(2π /3)  
          + (EC3n – EC5n’ – En’n). ej(4π /3)   = (EA3n – EA5n’) + (EB3n 
– EB5n’). ej(2π /3) +  (EC3n – EC5n’). ej(4π /3) – (En’n + En’n . 
ej(2π /3) + En’n . ej(4π /3)) 

In this equation 
 
(En’n + En’n . ej(2π /3) + En’n . ej(4π /3)) =  
                                     En’n - ½ En’n -½ En’n = 0 
and the equation then reduces to 
Es = (EA3n – EA5n’) + (EB3n – EB5n’). ej(2π /3) +  
           (EC3n – EC5n’). ej(4π /3) 
 

This expression of Es is the same as (2), where the points n 
and n’ are assumed to be connected. The above analysis 
depicts that the common-mode voltage present between the 
points n and n’ does not effect the space vector locations. 
This common-mode voltage will effect only in the diversity 
of space vectors in different locations. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Determination of equivalent space vector from phase voltages 

 
Fig. 3. The voltage space vector locations and layers for the proposed drive 

 

V. PROPOSED SVPWM IN LINEAR MODULATION RANGE 
For two-level inverters, in the SPWM scheme, each 

sinusoidal reference signal is compared with the triangular 
carrier signal and the individual phase voltages are generated 
[1]. To attain the maximum possible peak amplitude of the 
fundamental phase voltage, a common offset voltage, 
Eoffset1 is added to the sinusoidal reference signals [5], [14], 
where the magnitude of Eoffset1 is given by 
 

Eoffset1= − (Emax + Emin) ⁄ 2                                          (12) 
 
where Emax and Emin are the maximum and minimum 
magnitudes of the three sampled sinusoidal reference signals 
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respectively, in a sampling time interval. The addition of this 
common offset voltage, Eoffset1, results in the active space 
vectors being centered in a sampling time interval, making 
the SPWM scheme equivalent to the SVPWM scheme [3]. In 
a sampling time interval, the sinusoidal reference signal 
which has lowest magnitude crosses the triangular carrier 
signal first, and causes the first transition in the inverter 
switching state. While the sinusoidal reference signal, which 
has the maximum magnitude, crosses the triangular carrier 
signal last and causes the last switching transition in the 
inverter switching states in a two-level SVPWM scheme [5], 
[15]. Thus the switching times of the active space vectors can 
be determined from the sampled sinusoidal reference signal 
amplitudes in a two-level inverter system [10].  

The SPWM scheme, for eleven-level inverter, sinusoidal 
reference signals are compared with symmetrical level 
shifted ten triangular carrier signals for PWM generation [11].  
After addition of offset voltage Eoffset1 to the sinusoidal 
reference signals, the modified sinusoidal reference signals 
are shown in fig.4 along with ten triangular carrier signals T1 
to T10. The sinusoidal reference signals cross the triangular 
carrier signals at different instants in a sampling time interval 
Ts (Fig.4). Each time a sinusoidal reference signal crosses the 
triangular carrier signal, it causes a change in the inverter 
switching state. The changes in phase voltage and their time 
intervals are shown in Fig.5 in a sampling time interval Ts. 
The sampling time interval Ts can be split into four time 
intervals t01, t1, t2, and t02. The time intervals t01and t02 are the 
time durations for the start and end inverter space vectors 
respectively, in a sampling time interval Ts. The time 
intervals t1 and t2  are the time durations for the middle 
inverter space vectors (active space vectors), in a sampling 
time interval Ts. It should be observed from Fig.5 that the 
middle space vectors are not centered in a sampling time 
interval Ts. Because of the level-shifted ten triangular carrier 
signals (Fig.4), the first crossing (termed as first_cross) of the 
sinusoidal reference signal cannot always be the minimum 
magnitude of the three sampled sinusoidal reference signals, 
in a sampling time interval. Similarly, the last crossing 
(termed as third_cross) of the sinusoidal reference signal 
cannot always be the maximum magnitude of the three 
sampled sinusoidal reference signals, in a sampling time 
interval. Thus the offset voltage, Eoffset1 is not sufficient to 
center the middle inverter space vectors, in a multilevel 
PWM system during a sampling time interval Ts (Fig.5). 
Hence an additional offset (offset2) has to be added to the 
sinusoidal reference signals of Fig.4, so that the middle 
inverter space vectors can be centered in a sampling time 
interval, same as a two-level SVPWM system [3]. In this 
paper, a simple procedure to find out the offset voltage (to be 
added to the sinusoidal reference signals for PWM 
generation) is presented, based only on the sampled 
amplitudes of the sinusoidal reference signals. In the 
proposed scheme, the sinusoidal reference signal, from the 
three sampled sinusoidal reference signals, which crosses the 
triangular carrier signal first (first_cross) and the sinusoidal 
reference signal which crosses the triangular carrier signal 
last (third_cross) are found. Once the first_cross signal and 
third_cross signal are known, the theory of offset calculation 

of (12), for the 2-level inverter, can easily be adapted for the 
11-level SVPWM generation scheme. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Modified sinusoidal reference signals and triangular carrier signals 

for an eleven-level PWM scheme 
 

 
Fig. 5. Inverter switching vectors and their switching time durations during 

sampling time interval Ts 
 

VI. DETERMINATION OF THE OFFSET VOLTAGE FOR AN 
ELEVEN-LEVEL INVERTER 

Fig.4 shows modified sinusoidal reference signals and ten 
triangular carrier signals used for PWM generation for 
eleven-level inverter. The modified sinusoidal reference 
signals are given by  

 
E*

AN=EAN + Eoffset1 
E*

BN=EBN + Eoffset1 
E*

CN=ECN + Eoffset1                                                        (13) 
 
where EAN, EBN, and ECN are the sampled amplitudes of 
sinusoidal reference signals during the current sampling time 
interval and Eoffset1 is calculated from (12). The time 
interval, at which the A-phase sinusoidal reference signal, 
E*

AN crosses the triangular carrier signal, is termed as 
Ta-cross (Fig.6). Similarly, the time intervals, when the 
B-phase and C-phase sinusoidal reference signals, E*

BN and 
E*

CN cross the triangular carrier signals, are termed as 
Tb-cross and Tc-cross respectively. Fig.6 shows a sampling 
time interval when the A-phase sinusoidal reference signal is 
in the triangular carrier region T9 while the B-phase 
sinusoidal reference signal and C-phase sinusoidal reference 
signal are in carrier region T10 and T1 respectively. As 
shown in Fig.6, the time interval, Ta-cross, at which the 
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A-phase sinusoidal reference signal crosses the triangular 
carrier signal is directly proportional to the phase voltage 
amplitude, (E*

AN − 4Edc ⁄10). The time interval, Tb-cross, at 
which the B-phase sinusoidal reference signal crosses the 
triangular carrier signal, is proportional to (E*

BN + 5Edc ⁄10) 
and the time interval, Tc-cross, at which the C-phase 
sinusoidal reference signal crosses the triangular carrier 
signal, is proportional to (E*

CN ). Therefore  
 

Ta-cross= (E*
AN − 4Edc ⁄10) ×

⎟⎟
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⎠
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10
Edc
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where T*as, T*bs and T*cs are the time equivalents of the 
voltage magnitudes. The proportionality between the time 
equivalents and corresponding voltage magnitudes is defined 
as follows [8]: 
 

(Edc ⁄10) ⁄Ts = E*
AN ⁄ T*as 

(Edc ⁄10) ⁄Ts = E*
BN ⁄ T*bs 

(Edc ⁄10) ⁄Ts = E*
CN ⁄ T*cs 

(Edc ⁄10) ⁄Ts = Eoffset1 ⁄ Toffset1                                           (15) 
 

The time interval, at which the sinusoidal reference signals 
cross the triangular carrier signals for the first time, is termed 
as Tfirst_cross. Similarly, the time intervals, at which the 
sinusoidal reference signals cross the triangular carrier 
signals for the second and third time, are termed as, 
Tsecond_cross and Tthird_cross respectively, in a sampling 
time interval Ts. 
 

Tfirst_cross = min (Ta-cross, Tb-cross, Tc-cross) 
Tsecond_cross = mid (Ta-cross, Tb-cross, Tc-cross) 
Tthird_cross = max (Ta-cross, Tb-cross, Tc-cross)              

(16) 

 
The time intervals, Tfirst_cross, Tsecond_cross, and 

Tthird_cross, directly decide the switching times for the 
different inverter voltage vectors, forming a triangular sector, 
during one sampling time interval Ts. The time intervals for 
the start and end space vectors, are t01= Tfirst_cross, t02= (Ts 
− Tthird_cross), respectively (Fig.5). The middle space 
vectors are centered by adding a time offset, Toffset2 to 
Tfirst_cross, Tsecond_cross, and Tthird_cross. The time 
offset, Toffset2 is determined as follows. The time interval 
for the middle inverter space vectors, Tmiddle, is given by:  
 

Tmiddle= Tthird_cross −Tfirst_cross                               (17) 
 

The time interval of the start and end space vector is 

 
T0 =Ts −Tmiddle                                                                            (18) 

 
Thus the time interval of the start space vector is given by 
 

T0  ⁄ 2= Tfirst_cross + Toffset2 
 
Therefore 

Toffset2 = T0  ⁄ 2 − Tfirst_cross                                                (19) 

 
Fig. 6. Determination of the Ta-cross, Tb-cross and Tc-cross during sampling 

interval Ts 
 

In this way, we can obtain offset voltages to be added for 
remaining samples during the time period of sinusoidal 
reference signal. For 11-level inverter maximum modulation 
index in the linear modulation range is 0.866 (the modulation 
index, M, is defined as the ratio of magnitude of the 
equivalent reference voltage space vector, generated by 
thethree sinusoidal reference signals, to the DC link 
voltage).The proposed scheme can be adapted for modulation 
indices lesser than 0.866. The addition of the time offset, 
Toffset2 to Ta-cross, Tb-cross, and Tc-cross gives the 
inverter leg switching times Tga, Tgb, and Tgc for phases A, 
B, and C respectively. 

 

Tga =Ta-cross + Toffset2 
Tgb = Tb-cross + Toffset2 
Tgc = Tc-cross + Toffset2                                                   (20) 

 

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The proposed SVPWM scheme is simulated using 

MATLAB environment with open loop E/f control for 
different modulation indices. The respective DC link 
voltages are (3/10)Edc, (3/10)Edc, (2/10)Edc, (1/10)Edc, and 
(1/10)Edc for the  INV-1, INV-2, INV-3, INV-4,  and INV-5, 
where Edc is the DC link voltage of an equivalent 
conventional single two-level inverter drive. The speed 
reference is translated to the frequency and voltage 
commands maintaining E/f. The modified three reference 
sinusoidal signals which are added by the total offset voltage 
to make SPWM scheme equivalent to the SVPWM scheme, 
are simultaneously compared with the triangular carrier set. 
A DC link voltage (Edc) of 1000 volts is assumed for 
simulation studies. Fig.7a shows the motor phase voltage 
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(EA3A5) in the lowest speed range which corresponds to 
layer-1 operation (two-level mode) when modulation index is 
0.07.  Fig.7b shows the total offset voltage to be added to 
sinusoidal reference signals to make SPWM equivalent to the 
SVPWM and fig.7c shows the A-phase sinusoidal reference 
signal after offset voltage is added. During this range of 
operation, motor phase current is shown in Fig.7d. Fig.8 to 
Fig.16 show the motor waveforms in the next speed ranges 
which corresponds to layer-2 operation (three-level mode) to 
layer-10 operation (eleven-level mode) when modulation 
indices are 0.15, 0.2, 0.32, 0.42, 0.5, 0.6, 0.65, 0.75, and 0.85 
respectively. The ratio of triangular carrier signal frequency 
to reference sinusoidal signal frequency is 48 for all ranges of 
operation. It can be observed that the motor phase voltage 
and motor phase current during 11-level operation are very 
smooth and close to the sinusoid with lower harmonics. 
Fig.17 shows the decrease of percentage of total harmonic 
distortion (%THD) in the motor phase voltage as the number 
of levels increased. 
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Fig. 7a.  Motor phase voltage when M=0.07 (layer-1, 2-level operation) 

 
Fig. 7b. The offset voltage to be added to sinusoidal reference signals when 

M=0.07 (layer-1, 2-level operation) 
 

 
Fig. 7c. The A-phase sinusoidal reference signal after offset voltage is added 

when M=0.07 (layer-1, 2-level operation) 
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Fig. 7d.  Motor phase current when M=0.07 (layer-1, 2-level operation) 
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Fig. 8a. Motor phase voltage when M=0.15 (layer-2, 3-level operation) 

 

 
Fig. 8b. The offset voltage to be added to sinusoidal reference signals when 

M=0.15 (layer-2, 3-level operation) 
 

 
Fig. 8c. The A-phase sinusoidal reference signal after offset voltage is added 

when M=0.15 (layer-2, 3-level operation) 
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Fig. 8d. Motor phase current when M=0.15 (layer-2, 3-level operation) 
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Fig. 9a. Motor phase voltage when M=0.2 (layer-3, 4-level operation) 

 

 
Fig. 9b. The offset voltage to be added to sinusoidal reference signals when 

M=0.2 (layer-3, 4-level operation) 
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Fig. 9c. The A-phase sinusoidal reference signal after offset voltage is added 

when M=0.2 (layer-3, 4-level operation) 
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Fig. 9d. Motor phase current when M=0.2 (layer-3, 4-level operation) 
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Fig. 10a. Motor phase voltage when M=0.32 (layer-4, 5-level operation) 

 

 
Fig. 10b. The offset voltage to be added to sinusoidal reference signals when 

M=0.32 (layer-4, 5-level operation) 

 
Fig. 10c. The A-phase sinusoidal reference signal after offset voltage is 

added when M=0.32 (layer-4, 5-level operation) 
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Fig. 10d. Motor phase current when M=0.32 (layer-4, 5-level operation) 
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Fig. 11a. Motor phase voltage when M=0.42 (layer-5, 6-level operation) 

 
Fig. 11b. The offset voltage to be added to sinusoidal reference signals when 

M=0.42 (layer-5, 6-level operation) 
 

 
Fig. 11c. The A-phase sinusoidal reference signal after offset voltage is 

added when M=0.42 (layer-5, 6-level operation) 
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Fig. 11d. Motor phase current when M=0.42 (layer-5, 6-level operation) 
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Fig. 12a. Motor phase voltage when M=0.5 (layer-6, 7-level operation) 

 

 
Fig. 12b. The offset voltage to be added to sinusoidal reference signals when 

M=0.5 (layer-6, 7-level operation) 
 

 
Fig. 12c. The A-phase sinusoidal reference signal after offset voltage is 

added when M=0.5 (layer-6, 7-level operation) 
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Fig. 12d. Motor phase current when M=0.5 (layer-6, 7-level operation) 
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Fig. 13a. Motor phase voltage when M=0.6 (layer-7, 8-level operation) 

 

 
Fig. 13b. The offset voltage to be added to sinusoidal reference signals when 

M=0.6 (layer-7, 8-level operation) 
 

 
Fig. 13c. The A-phase sinusoidal reference signal after offset voltage is 

added when M=0.6 (layer-7, 8-level operation) 
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Fig. 13d. Motor phase current when M=0.6 (layer-7, 8-level operation) 
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Fig. 14a. Motor phase voltage when M=0.65 (layer-8, 9-level operation) 

 

 
Fig. 14b. The offset voltage to be added to sinusoidal reference signals when 

M=0.65 (layer-8, 9-level operation) 
 

 
Fig. 14c. The A-phase sinusoidal reference signal after offset voltage is 

added when M=0.65 (layer-8, 9-level operation) 
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Fig. 14d. Motor phase current when M=0.65 (layer-8, 9-level operation) 
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Fig. 15a. Motor phase voltage when M=0.75 (layer-9, 10-level operation) 

 

 
Fig. 15b. The offset voltage to be added to sinusoidal reference signals when 

M=0.75 (layer-9, 10-level operation) 
 

 
Fig. 15c. The A-phase sinusoidal reference signal after offset voltage is 

added when M=0.75 (layer-9, 10-level operation) 
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Fig. 15d. Motor phase current when M=0.75 (layer-9, 10-level operation) 
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Fig. 16a. Motor phase voltage when M=0.85 (layer-10, 11-level operation) 

 

 
Fig. 16b. The offset voltage to be added to sinusoidal reference signals when 

M=0.85 (layer-10, 11-level operation) 
 

 
Fig. 16c. The A-phase sinusoidal reference signal after offset voltage is 

added when M=0.85 (layer-10, 11-level operation) 
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Fig. 16d. Motor phase current when M=0.85 (layer-10, 11-level operation) 
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Fig. 17. Total harmonic distortion (%THD) as the number of levels increased 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
A modulation scheme of SVPWM for eleven-level 

inverter system for dual-fed induction motor drive, where the 
induction motor is fed by asymmetrical four-level inverter 
from one end and symmetrical three-level inverter from other 
end is presented. The asymmetrical four-level inverter used is 
composed of three conventional two-level inverters with 
unequal DC link voltage in cascade and the symmetrical 
three-level inverter used is composed of two conventional 
two-level inverters with equal DC link voltage in cascade. 

The centering of the middle inverter space vectors of the 
SVPWM is accomplished by the addition of an offset voltage 
signal to the sinusoidal reference signals, derived from the 
sampled amplitudes of the sinusoidal reference signals. The 
SVPWM technique, presented in this paper does not require 
any sector identification, as is required in conventional 
SVPWM schemes. The proposed scheme eliminates the use 
of look-up table approach to switch the appropriate space 
vector combination as in conventional SVPWM schemes. 
This reduces the computation time required to determine the 
switching times for inverter legs, making the algorithm 
suitable for real-time implementation.  
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